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Abstract
The current study aims to measure the cost efficiency of the 4 commercial banks, namely Bank
Windhoek, First National Bank, Nedbank and Standard Bank Namibia over 13 years. Two vastly
used models aid the research with each model falling in one of the main classes of measuring a
bank's efficiency. Firstly, a parametric approach namely the Stochastic Frontier Approach (SFA)
gives the cost efficiency scores of an individual bank within the 13 years of study. Secondly, a ratio
based model, the CAMEL model which makes use of 18 ratios under Capital Adequacy, Asset
Quality, Management, Earnings quality and Liquidity will give a general ranking of the cost
efficiency of the banks. The general efficiency of all the banks decreases significantly from 2003
to 2016.
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1. Introduction
Commercial banks have the primary goal of accepting deposits and granting loans/advances to
the general public. In addition, commercial banks in any emerging countries, such as Namibia,
are of high importance as they contribute to the growth of the economy [4]. Commercial banks
are utilized as financial intermediaries between the general public and the government so as a
result, the more efficient commercial banks are, the more efficient the monetary policies of a
country are [1]. Ikhide (2000) indicates that Namibian commercial banks contributed up to 65%
of the country's total assets and 90% of the total credit to the private sector. Quantifying banks
cost efficiency in turn gives an outlook on the economy of Namibia. Cost efficiency is the degree
at which a firm is performing at the lowest possible cost frontier. The lower the average costs of
banks specifically, the less the spread between the loan and deposit rates of the bank. For an
economy, this raises loan demand and significantly raises the amount of savings. Simultaneously,
these 2 effects lead to economic expansion [6].
Thus far, macroeconomic importance of studying the cost efficiency of banks have been
discussed whilst the micro economic advantages may include the enhancement of
competitiveness and overall insight on improvements in the institutional, regulatory and
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supervisory framework [12]. Vincova (2005) outlines that there are 3 means of measuring cost
efficiency of any firm. The first being ratio indicators, parametric approaches and lastly, nonparametric approaches. Due to the limitations that each category may incur, the combination of
all approaches is liable to give more precise cost efficiency estimates. Previous studies have
showed that ratio ratings such as the CAMEL model rating and efficiency scores given by the
Stochastic Frontier approach have a significant relationship [15]. The DEA on the other hand gives
relative efficiency scores per dataset as it compares each unit in the set to the best performer
[17]. The 3 categories should produce similar rankings and efficiency scores.
In Namibia, the banking sector includes Bank Of Namibia as the central bank, 5 commercial banks,
1 small medium enterprise bank, 1 E-bank, 2 micro-finance banking institutes and 1 branch of a
foreign banking institute. Of the 5 commercial banks, only Bank Windhoek, First National Bank,
Nedbank and Standard bank Namibia operate on a large scale and have been established for
longer periods of time. This paper will quantify efficiency scores for the aforementioned
commercial banks by the use of the CAMEL ratios and lastly by use of the Stochastic Frontier
Approach.

2. Literature Review
Recent studies for measuring cost efficiency of financial institutions have been broad. Whilst
other papers focus on external factors that affect the measure, others pay detailed attention to
the internal entities that vary to make an institute more cost efficient than the other. Generally,
3 main categories of methods have been used to give a measure of cost efficiency globally. More
studies have been focused on the parametric and non-parametric approaches whilst very few
have used ratio analysis such as the CAMEL model. Prasad and Chari (2011) focus on the
relationship between component of the CAMEL model and the independent variables such as
total deposits, total assets and total advances of 5 commercial banks in India between 2006 and
2010. The debt-equity ratio which is an element of the Capital adequacy component was
significantly positively correlated to total assets and total advances, total net NPAs to total assets
which is an Asset Quality ratio was positively correlated to all 3 independent variables and the
Return on Assets, an Earnings Quality ratio was negatively correlated to total assets among the
public and private sector banks under study. Liquidity ratios are the only CAMEL component that
showed no correlation with the independent variables questioned [10]. In Nigeria, Abata and
Adeoulu (2014) find a significant relationship between bank asset quality and its performance as
indicated from 1999 to 2013. In addition, asset indicators had individual and combine impact on
the Return on Assets in Nigerian banks [14]. In another approach, Ferrouhi (2014) chooses the
best ratio in each CAMEL model category to rank the 6 banks in question from 2001 to 2011 in
Morocco. The goal for this test was to determine which banks may require more supervisory
attention than others from the results of the ranks [3].
A study of Polish banks suggest that any type of ratio analysis may not be adequate to measure
a whole bank's technical efficiency. There are too many singular ratios which in turn make overall
estimates difficult and even choosing a few ratios, gives insufficient information. Wozniewaska
(2008) studies the efficiency of 51 Polish banking institutes from the year during the 2000-2007
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period. The Data Envelope Analysis (DEA) together with the 4 accounting ratios, Return on Assets
and Return on Sale, Employment efficiency rate and Cost/Income were jointly used but only
Return on Asset and Employment efficiency rate show a significant convergence in results with
the DEA.

This study concluded that each approach did not hold enough weight for confident estimates but
their complement did. In addition, the variable returns to scale model of the DEA gave better
estimates than that of the constant returns to scale model. Wozneiwaska further explains how
the DEA alone gives relative efficiency scores in which the data set only compromises of the banks
within that particular study group [18]. K Adjer-Firmpong et al (2014) use the panel data analysis
to measure the cost efficiency of banks in Ghana during the 2001-2010 period. With the Data
envelope analysis (DEA) as their measure of bank cost efficiency, comparisons amongst countries,
developed or developing was possible and it worked well with a small sample size of banks as in
the case in Ghana. Macroeconomic factors were used as a gauge for determinants of cost
efficiency changes. Generally, the Ghananian banking sector recorded low average efficiency
scores with GDP growth rate negatively impacting the bank cost efficiency. The loan loss
provision ratio, bank size and rate of inflation did not display any significance in influencing bank
cost efficiency [9].
With 3 commonly used approaches under DEA, Panah et al (2014) evaluate the precision that
comes with the use of either the intermediate, operating or value-added technique. Using the
Islamic banking system, the intermediate approach which classifies a bank with inputs namely
deposits, labour and capital, outputs namely loans and investments was confirmed to be the
most favorable used 65% of the 15 banks surveyed. The intermediate approach is most reliable
whether in single country surveys or several country surveys [5].
Maudos et al (1998) researched on 11 European Union banks from different countries where
they noted that the average cost levels do not give an account of the cost efficiencies. The ratios
used showed significant differences with the SFA and the DEA approaches [7]. The SFA when
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implemented in a study in Vietnam during the 2007-2012 period demonstrate the cost
inefficiency of the 45 banks in the study range from 8% to 20%. Relatively inefficient banks
remained inefficient as efficient entities illustrated efficiency throughout the 5 years. The study
extended to view the relationship between cost inefficiencies and bank concentration, mergers
and bank ownership. State owned banks were most cost efficient and foreign banks, the most
inefficient [13]. Fontani and Vitali (2004) find an average inefficiency of 20% in Italian banks from
1993 to 2004. The SFA was incorporated in finding the rankings of the banks and was compared
to the estimates given by the DEA. This study showed that the DEA overestimated efficiencies in
comparison to the SFA mainly because the SFA takes into account random errors which may
negatively affect the results [2].
Lastly, in a study of efficiency of banks in Namibia done in 2000, the operating ratios together
with the SFA results show that the Namibian banking system was more profitable than other
banks in the region. This region in discussion includes Botswana, Lesotho, South Africa, Zambia
and Zimbabwe. In addition Namibia had the highest banking density in the same region. It was
concluded that Namibian banks were not operating at the minimum levels of cost (best frontier)
[6]. Using both scale and scope efficiency, the Namibian commercial banks exhibit economies of
scale.

2.1 Significance of Study
The commercial banking sector is the most dominant sector in the Namibian financial system and
it plays a clearer intermediary role than any other type of financial institutions [16]. This serves
to show that the knowledge pertaining to cost efficiency of the individual commercial banks and
of the average performance is of high importance as to quantify the level of effectiveness that
these intermediary entities operate under. To the researcher's knowledge, the last study done
for cost efficiency of commercial banks in Namibia was published in the year 2000 and it suffices
to show that the banking environment since then has changed vastly and supports the notion
that a study be done to show the trend of efficiency since then. Lastly, the study of cost efficiency
is timely to individual banks in the industry because it offers a micro perspective on a firm’s issues
such as improvement in competitiveness and the enhancement of a firms' institutional and
regulatory framework so as to remain relevant in the industry is of uttermost importance [1].

3. Methodology
For improved estimates and ranking of commercial banks in Namibia, the use of 2 separate
ideologies to measure cost efficiency are used. The SFA assumes that inefficiencies follow a half
normal distribution and that both error terms are orthogonal to the cost function variables [19].
The simplest and most basic one is the CAMEL model which makes use of bank ratios to quantify
the degree to which a bank is cost efficient in relation to the other.
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3. 1 Preliminaries:
3.1.1. Definition 1 (Normal Distribution): A random variable x has a normal distribution if and
( x   )2

1
2
e 2 where   0 and       for    x  .
only if f ( x) 
 2
3.1.2. Definition 2 (Half Normal Distribution): A random variable x has a half normal distribution
2
e
if and only if f ( x) 
 2

( x   )2
2 2

where   0 and       for x  .

3.2 Stochastic Frontier Approach
The parametric frontiers, which are often referred to as econometric frontier approach specify a
functional form for the cost, profit, or production relationship among inputs, outputs and
environmental factors and most importantly, it allows for random errors [19]. They are 3 main
approaches in this category with their differences being solely dependent on separation of the
random error term from the composite error term. The first of these approaches, Stochastic
Frontier Approach assumes that inefficiencies follow an asymmetric normal distribution and that
both error terms are orthogonal to the cost function variables [6]. The second method, the Thick
frontier approach takes up a functional form and assumes that deviations from predicted
performance values within the highest and the lowest performance quartiles of observations
stratified by size class represent random error whilst inefficiencies are represented by differences
in predicted performance between the highest and lowest quartiles [19]. Lastly, the Distributionfree approach assumes that the efficiency of each entity is relatively stable over time whereas
random error tends to average out to zero over time. From previous studies, the Stochastic
Frontier approach has been found to be the most widely used technique across the world.
The Stochastic Frontier approach was developed by Aigner et al (1977) but only applied to
banking by Ferrier and Lovel (1990) and specifies a particular form for the cost function, usually
a translog form and allows for random error and uses cross-sectional data on i firms [12].
According to the SFA, total cost assumes the following specification:

TCit  f ( Pit , Yit , Zit )  vit  uit
where TC denotes the observed operation and financial cost of a bank i at year t. P and Y denote
the vector of inputs and outputs respectively. Z denotes the set of control variables. The error
term is separated as mentioned before with v representing random fluctuations and it follows a
symmetric normal distribution around the frontier whilst u shows inefficiency and follows a half

iid N (0,  v2 ) are independent and identically distributed Normal

2
random variables with mean 0 and variance  v2 and uit iid N (0,  u ) are independent and
normal distribution. vit

identically distributed Half normal random variables with mean 0 and scale parameter  u2 .
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Then the translog function, ln(TC )  xit   vit  uit , becomes
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where T is the general time trend. Standard homogeneity and symmetry restrictions are imposed
to ensure the adequate behavior of the estimated cost frontier. Firstly, to get the cost inefficiency
of an individual bank, the equation coefficients are estimated and it = uit + vit is calculated for
each observation from each firm, then the cost frontier can be approximated by maximum
likelihood and efficiency levels are estimated using the regression errors.
Given that ln(TC )  xit   vit  uit , and that the most common measure of efficiency is the total
costs corresponding to the stochastic frontier then the bank specific efficiency is given by,

TC
e xi  vi ui
TEi  xi  vi  xi vi  eui .
e
e
3.3. CAMEL Model
The CAMEL model was established in the United States of America in the 19700s as a regulators
uniform rating system to classify a bank's overall condition [8]. The CAMEL model is a ratio-based
model to evaluate the performance of banks on a similar platform based on the financial
statements of each bank. The CAMEL model consists of 5 main classes namely Capital Adequacy,
Asset Quality, Management, Earnings Quality and Liquidity.
3.3.1 Capital Adequacy
This class as part of CAMEL is a parameter mainly subject to financial managers to maintain the
required levels of capitalization. Capital adequacy illustrates how efficient a bank can remain
under the threat of shocks to their balance sheets. It captures quantifies all the possible risk
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(Interest rate risk, Foreign exchange risk etc...) that the bank could incur. The ratios in this class
include;

Debt Equity Ratio =

Debt
Equity

Capital
Total risk weighted credit exposure
Total Advances
Total Advances to Total assets Ratio =
Total Assets
Government Securities
Government Securities to Total investments =
Total investment
Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR) =

3.3.2 Asset Quality
This class gauges the bank's health against the loss of value of its assets. It also captures the ability
to earn interest income. The ratios in this class include;
Gross NPA ratio =

Gross NPA
Total Loans

Net NPA to Total Loans ratio =

Net NPA
Total Loans

3.3.3 Management
This class basically quantifies the effectiveness and efficiency of the management of a bank.
Total Advances
Total deposits
Total Income
Business per employee ratio =
Number of employees
Profir after tax
Profit per employee ratio =
Number of employees
Net Income
Return on Equity ratio (ROE) =
Equity

Total Advances to Total Deposit ratio =

3.3.4 Earnings Quality
This component of CAMEL regards the profitability of a bank and takes into account its
sustainability and possible growth in future. The ratios in this class include;
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Dividend
Net Profit
Net Income
Return on Assets (ROA) =
Total Assets
Net Profit
Net Profit to average asset ratio =
Average Asset
Interest income
Interest income to total income ratio =
Total income
Dividend pay-out ratio =

3.3.5 Liquidity
Lastly, this class of ratios deals with the banks’ ability to obtain sufficient funds when required
whether by converting its assets or having increments in liability. The ratios in this class include;
Liquid assets
Total assets
Liquid assets
Liquid assets to total deposits ratio =
Total deposits
Government securities
Government securities to total assets ratio =
Total assets
Liquid assets
Liquid assets to demand deposit ratio =
Demand deposits
Liquid assets to total assets ratio =

In this paper, for each category, one ratio is chosen to give an overall understanding of the given
category.
The Capital adequacy parameter: The Debt-Equity Ratio. This parameter measures the degree
of leverage of a bank and recognizes the relative proportion of shareholders equity. The higher
the value the more it shows that the organization has used debt to finance its growth. It suffices
to mention that the lower the proportion, the more stable the institute.
The Asset Quality Parameter: Gross NPA to total loans ratio. The amount of bad loans to the
total loans issued by a bank. Again, the lower the ratio, the less the loss obtained through nonperforming loans.
The Management Parameter: Return on Equity. The total income in proportion to the
shareholder's equity gives an account of how much income is generated from the amount
invested by the shareholders. The higher the ratio, the more efficient the bank is in terms of
earnings quality.
The Earning Quality Parameter: Return on Assets. The ratio measures the bank's profitability in
terms of the total assets it possess. The ratio measure how efficient management is in generating
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earnings from its assets. The higher the ROA, the more efficient the bank in terms of its
management.
The Liquidity Parameter: Liquid Assets to total deposits ratio. The ratio gives a measure of the
proportion of liquid assets to total deposits. It gives an estimate of liquidity risk. The greater the
ratio, the less prone a bank is to suffer closer due to liquidity risk.
The CAMEL model uses relative ratings of the banks in the study. A rating of 1 represents the
most stable bank, 2 or 3 represents the average banks whilst 4 represents the below average
banks.

4. Results and Interpretations
4.1 Stochastic Frontier Approach
After calculations, the stochastic frontier approach produces the following summarized results
for the 4 banks from 2001 to 2016:
The cost efficiency scores show a smooth decline in the measure from 2003 to 2016. Standard
Bank declines from 89:6% to 80:3%, First National bank, though lower than that of Standard Bank
exhibits a decline from 85:1% to 77:5%. Bank Windhoek and lastly Nedbank follow with
respective decline of 80% to 74:3% and 66:8% 65:2%. The SFA shows Standard bank to be the
most cost efficient bank, followed by First National bank, the Bank Windhoek and lastly Nedbank.
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4.2 CAMEL Model
The CAMEL model gives numerous ratios that may be difficult to comprehend in estimating
relative cost efficiency. Ferrouhi (2014) indicates that in each category of the CAMEL model, there
is one that gives a significant measure of all the other ratios [3]. In this paper, the debt/equity
ratio gives the value for the Capital Adequacy category, Gross NPA/Total loans represents Asset
Quality, ROE represents Management, ROA for Earnings Quality and Liquid assets to total
deposits ratio represents Liquidity.
4.2.1 Capital Adequacy Ratio (CAR)
The capital adequacy parameter, debt-equity ratio indicates the debt used to finance a bank’s
assets. The higher the ratio, the more it shows that a bank's earnings are relying on the bank's
debt. Below is the table of the debt-equity ratio of the 4 commercial banks from 2003 to 2016.
First National Bank displays the lowest average within the 13 years whilst Standard bank records
the highest average.
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The trend of the banks can further be comprehended by the graph above. Both Bank Windhoek
and Standard bank Namibia a hit their highest records of the measure whilst First National bank
and NedBank hit their highest in 2013 and 2004 respectively. All banks display a general decline
in debt-equity from 2007 to 2016.
4.2.2 Asset Quality
The asset quality parameter; Gross NPA to total loans of a bank gives the proportion of the nonperforming assets as a ratio of total assets. The lower the ratio, the less that is recorded in losses
due to bad loans. Below is a table that signifies the relationship of the ratio to each bank from
2003 to 2016.

Bank Windhoek exhibits the lowest average in the Gross NPA to total loans ratio with the highest
recorded being 0:675% in 2006 whilst First National Bank, Standard Bank and NedBank record in
0:99% 2007, 0:74% in 2008 and 1:4% in 2007 respectively.
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4.2.3 Management
In this category, the higher the ratio, the more desirable the bank. Return on Assets represents
the bank's income in terms of the total assets. With averages ranging from 1:9% to 3%, the 4
banks exhibit steady growth in ROA. First National Bank, however displays a relatively higher ROA
throughout the study period. The lowest values are measured between the 2007 and 2008
periods.
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4.2.4 Earnings Quality
The total income in proportion to the shareholder's equity gives an account of how much
income is generated from the amount invested by the shareholders. The greater the ratio, the
more desirable a bank is. First National Bank once again exhibits a relatively higher ROE average
that the other 3 banks. The lowest for First National bank is recorded in 2004 at 15:9%, Bank
Windhoek at 18:9% in 2013, NedBank at 10:8% in 2006 and 10:96% for Standard Bank in 2006.
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4.2.5 Liquidity
The Liquidity category, represented by liquid assets to total deposits reflects the amount of liquid
assets (cash and cash equivalents) as a proportion of total deposits. The table below is outlining
the trend in the ratio for the 4 banks during the study period. Standard Bank in Namibia exhibits
the highest average of 8:2% and shows to dominate throughout the 13 years. Bank Windhoek
follows at 5.06%, First Nation Bank at 4.52% and NedBank 4.08%.
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The 5 parameters representing each of the 5 categories produced a ranking of each bank. The
overall ranking is deduced from the average of all. The following table gives a summary of the
CAMEL results.

5. Conclusion
This research project attempted to investigate the cost efficiency of commercial banking
institutes in Namibia. The use of 2 vastly used methodologies was employed. The CAMEL model
which consists of Capital Adequacy, Asset Quality, Management, Earnings Quality and Liquidity
was used to measure the bank's performance in each of those categories. The debt-equity ratio
gave relative rankings of the banks in capital adequacy, Gross NPA to total loans for Asset Quality,
ROA for Management, ROE for Earnings quality and Liquid assets to total deposits for Liquidity.
First National Bank measures were the most sound and stable for Capital adequacy, ROA and
ROE. Furthermore, the bank had the highest ranking on average between 2001 and 2016. Bank
Windhoek and Standard Bank Namibia followed and lastly, Nedbank. The Stochastic Frontier
Approach displayed slightly different results with Standard bank exhibiting the highest efficiency
score between the 4 banks.
The efficiency scores in Namibia are relatively high with the lowest recorded in the 13 years being
65.2% by Nedbank in 2016. Despite the Namibian Economy becoming more vulnerable, the cost
efficiency score show that the Namibian banks still make significant profits in their operations.
Namibia is an upper-middle-income economy class together with other African countries such as
Mauritius, South Africa, Botswana, Angola, and Gabon. Other non-African countries in the class
include Maldives, Brazil, Thailand and Mexico. Taking Mauritius into consideration, Rhamdhany
et al(2017) shows that the average cost efficiency in the country ranged from 57.48% and 65.34%
between 2011 and 2015 on a study of 10 banks [11]. During the same period, that of Namibia
was an average of 75%. This difference can cause speculation on how Namibian banks are cable
of having relatively good performances in comparison to Mauritius which is in the same income
class. Ihkide(2000) posed a question on whether Namibia is over banked or not. Presently, in
2017, this may be a field that requires more investigations.
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